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Adaptive systems are systems capable of adapting their behaviour to changes in their en-
vironment. Creating such systems is not an easy task, however. Especially, creating such a
system as one monolithic software component taking all eventualities and environments
into account bears the risk of bad system design. To circumvent this risk, an adaptive system
can be composed from partial solutions handling only a subset of all possible circumstances
and environments. Then, the system can be changed through reconfigurations as the envi-
ronment evolves. In this paper, we propose an approach for the verification of systems using
reconfiguration asmeans of adaptation. For the specification of such systems and their com-
ponents we introduce reMitl which is based on Metric Interval Temporal Logic (Mitl) and
allows to express connectivity of components. Based on an example from the domain of
pervasive computing, we show how a system undergoing reconfigurations can be verified
to satisfy a global assume–guarantee contract expressed as a pair of reMitl formulas.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Adaptive systems are systems that must cope with changing environments, and designing such applications as one
monolithic system taking all environments into account bears the risk of producing code that is difficult to maintain and
change. A good example of adaptive systems are pervasive user-centric applications. These applications run on computing
infrastructures seamlessly merging with their environment and aim to adapt this environment to the user’s current emo-
tional, cognitive, and physical state [30]. Pervasive user-centric applications need to be able to cope with ever-changing
volatile situations, as the users move physically or switch rapidly between social contexts (work, home, small-talk, business
talk). Additionally, different users might respond differently to stimuli supplied by the system, and users might become
bored by a stimulus after a number of repetitions. In order to cope with the challenges of such volatile situations, pervasive
adaptive systems need to be engineered in a manner that supports adapting to changes of the user and the environment.
Obviously, such adaptivity can be realised by implementing case distinctions that address individual situations. However, as
the number of problems that need to be addressed increases, such an approachwill lead to bloated and unmaintainable code.
In this paper, we take a closer look on how systems – generally, but by relying on a case study from the domain of
pervasive computing – can be adapted to highly dynamic environments by using reconfigurations, and how systems under
reconfiguration can be verified to satisfy a global contract. For this, we introduce a component-based assume–guarantee
reasoning framework that is able to handle reconfigurations natively.
Components [22] are considered to be black boxes, making explicit only their communication requirements by means of
required and provided ports. A system comprises a number of components and their configuration, which describes how the
required ports are connected to suitable provided ports. By substituting, adding and removing individual components, the
system’s behaviour can be changed. This process is called reconfiguration. Since entire components are replaced, little code
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needs to be added to the components to achieve this kind of adaptivity. Instead, it is attained on a level more coarse: the
level of the system architecture.
The intended behaviour of the entire application can be specified by assume–guarantee pairs, where the assumptions
address the system environment, and the guarantees the output produced. Again, the conformance of a component config-
uration to such global specifications can be checked off-line, and invalid application designs can be detected.
For the specification of assumption and guarantees, we introduce the real-time linear temporal logic reMitl (Metric
Interval Temporal Logic for Reconfigurable Components) which is based onMetric Interval Temporal Logic [5] and extended
by a binary predicate ∼ in order to express that two component ports are connected. Given the need for specifying system
assumptions and real-time system behaviours for our approach to the design of user-centric applications, the main contri-
bution of this article is to introduce an approach to the verification of software systems undergoing reconfigurations with
real-time constraints.We achieve this in two steps, after providing amethodological approach to the use of reconfigurations
in Section 2, and providing a case study in Section 3: First, we introduce an assume–guarantee framework for systems under
reconfiguration inspired by the work of Benveniste et al. [11] in Section 4. Secondly, we extend Metric Interval Temporal
Logic [5] for the specification of component-based systems and connectivity of components, prove the completeness of the
extension and introduce (derived) logical deduction rules needed for the verification of user-centric applications (Section 5).
In Section 6 we show how the case study given in Section 3 can be analysed with the help of the introduced rules. Related
work is reviewed in Section 7 before we conclude in Section 8.
2. Using reconfigurations and observers
Using reconfiguration allows to assemble a complete solution from partial solutions, that is, from solutions that do not
behave properly in the general case, but only under additional assumptions. Here, monitoring the validity of assumptions
needed by a partial solution and using reconfiguration to replace it as its assumptions get invalid allows to maintain the
desired system behaviour. This approach allows to structure an application not only as a set of collaborating components,
but to dynamically replace components to create configurations fitting for a subset of the overall intended scenarios, and
changing the configuration between these partial solutions. However, this approach may work only if the reconfiguration
is performed in a timely manner; specifying and verifying the real-time behaviour of reconfigurations is hence a critical
requirement for this approach.
In our approach, a system hence additionally contains observers which are dedicated components surveying the system
and the environment. An observer monitors an efficiently evaluable condition that was computed off-line, and initiates
reconfigurations as it detects an occurrence of the condition on-line. By this, observers allow to deploy system configurations
that exhibit the desired behaviour only under specific assumptions, as they trigger reconfigurations if these assumptions do
not hold any more.
In order to identify off-line the scenarios under which a component does not operate properly, and may therefore need
to be monitored, we annotate each component with a pair of behavioural specifications: an assumption and a guarantee.
Informally, the guarantee describes how a component will behave, given that the environment of the component behaves
as specified by the assumption.
3. Example scenario: adaptive advertising
In order to illustrate our approach, we use a simple adaptive advertising scenario. The general idea of adaptive advertising
is to adapt a displayed advertisement to the current situation in front of it – whether there are several people just passing
by, a small group of persons watching the ad carefully, or just one person in front of it waiting for someone else [12]. The
system uses cameras to observe the passers-by, and enables the ad to react to e.g. the number of passers-by watching the
advertisement, to discover their interest in the advertisement by analysing their gaze direction and exposure time, or to
enable gesture-based interactions with a passer-by becoming interested in the ad.
A simple scenario within the adaptive advertising setting is an adaptive car advertisement, reacting to gestures of users
in front of the display: By moving around the display, pointing at items or looking at them, the users influence the contents
of the ad.
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Fig. 1. Initial system.
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Fig. 2. System configurations.
The contract to be satisfied by this system consists of two guarantees: (G1) Being an interactive ad, the system should
react to a user in front of the display. (G2) The content displayed must change at least every 10s: an advertising campaign
using a large-scale display should not waste its capabilities by showing static content.
A first realisation of the system consists of four components (cf. Fig. 1): a camera component for image acquisition, an
interaction detection component detecting gestures, a control component operating the car ad, and a rendering component
displaying the ad content. This simple realisation is problematic, however: It cannot provide the guarantee that the displayed
content changes every 10s, as the car ad may remain static if no one is interacting with it.
By introducing a observer monitoring whether someone is interacting with the ad, the system can be made aware that it
is about to violate its contract. Then, a reconfiguration can be triggeredwhich alters the system such that it shows auto-active
content generated by a presentation component, e.g. an advertising movie or predefined animation sequences (cf. Fig. 2;
components that are present, but disconnected are shown in light-gray). Introducing an observer allows a partial solution
to assume that the environment exhibits certain features (e.g. always have someone interacting with the ad) that it does
not exhibit in the general case. Note that the second system (Fig. 2, right) also needs monitoring, as it again does not satisfy
(G1): The second system provides interactive content to its viewers, and therefore must be changed as soon as a person is
in front of the display, interacting with it.
In the following section, we introduce a formal framework allowing to check the properties described informally above,
and show how it can be proven that the overall system satisfies the global contracts (G1) and (G2).
4. A simple assume/guarantee framework based on runs
Weannotate every component in our adaptive systemby a pair of assertions (A, G). The assertion A formulates a property
the component assumes the environment to satisfy, whereas G is the guarantee it provides to the environment given that A
is satisfied. By parallel composition of implementations satisfying their contracts, we can create a system that satisfies the
composition of their contracts. Furthermore, by introducing a sound refinement notion between contracts, we can verify
whether the parallel composition of components, where each component satisfies its individual contract, satisfies a more
abstract frame contract.
For the parallel composition of components and contracts, we use interconnection specifications that we call assembly
specification. As our aim is to cover reconfigurable systems, an assembly specification defines a dynamic behaviour, i.e. how
the connections between ports of components evolve over time.
4.1. Signatures, states and runs
We introduce an abstract assume–guarantee frameworkwhich is formulated on the semantic domain of runs over a given
signature.We use the following notation below: C = AunionmultiBmeans that C = A∪B and that A and B are disjoint; Given a subset
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A from a domain of discourse , ¬A denotes  \ A. Note that in the following, we use shared variable semantics instead of
message passing, although the terminology of components and connectors may suggest otherwise. This decision allows us
to simplify the underlying semantics, and to keep systems describable with regular (metric interval) temporal logic.
A component signature  = (R, P) consists of two finite sets R , P of provided and required ports, respectively.
A composite component signature  = ((RExt , PExt ), (RInt , PInt ), (Ci, Cd)) consists of an external and internal component
signature, and a connector signature consisting of internal connectors Ci ⊆ RInt × PInt and delegating connectors Cd ⊆
(RExt × RInt ) ∪ (PExt × PInt ). 1 The sets Ci and Cd can be used to model constraints on connections resulting from e.g. type
(in-)compatibilities between ports. All port sets of signatures must be pairwise disjoint. A signature is either a component
signature or a composite component signature; both are commonly denoted by letters  and .
The functions ports and conns are defined as follows. Let  = (R, P) be a component signature then ports() =
R unionmulti P and conns() = ∅. For a composite component signature  = ((RExt , PExt ), (RInt , PInt ), (Ci, Cd)), we define
ports() = RExt unionmulti PExt unionmulti RInt unionmulti PInt and conns() = Ci unionmulti Cd . Furthermore, for a composite component signature , we
define ext() = (RExt , PExt ) and int() = (RInt , PInt ).
The notion of a subsignature  ⊆  is defined by component-wise set inclusion. Given two signatures  and , the
supremum of  and  is defined by component-wise set union; for component signatures, e.g., sup(,) = (R ∪ R,
P ∪ P).
Given a signature , a -state σ is defined as a subset of ports() unionmulti conns(). Thus (for simplicity) ports have boolean
values, and connectors can be present (instantiated) in σ or not; both is expressed by element relationship. The set of all
-states is denoted by State(). We assume that states are always valid: if σ ∈ State() and (p1, p2) ∈ σ then p1, p2 ∈ σ
or p1, p2 /∈ σ , which means that connected ports are always equal in value.
Next we define runs that represent behaviours of the system given by a signature . A -run is a function ρ :
R
+
0 → State() which satisfies the properties of finite-variability [5]: for all t, t′ ∈ R+0 , there are only finitely many
different states between time t and t′:
∀t, t′ ∈ R+0 .t < t′ ⇒ |{ρ(t′′) | t ≤ t′′ ≤ t′}| < ∞.
The class of all -runs is denoted byR().
4.2. Implementations and assemblies
Given a signature , a -assertion E, also denoted by E : , is identified with a set of -runs, i.e. E ⊆ R(). In the
following, we use assertions over component signatures for assumptions, guarantees, and implementations, and assertions
over composite component signatures for assembly specifications expressing reconfiguration rules. To translate assertions
from one signature to another, we define lifting and restriction; lifting a single run ρ ∈ R() to a signature  ⊇  is
defined as
ρ↑= {ρ′ ∈ R() | ∀t ∈ R+0 .ρ′(t) ∩ (ports() unionmulti conns()) = ρ(t)}.
Similarly, we define the lifting of assertions E↑⊆ R():
E↑=⋃{ρ↑| ρ ∈ E}.
Restriction is then defined as the inverse operation. For a run ρ′ ∈ R(), restriction is defined as:
ρ′ ↓= {ρ ∈ R() | ∀t ∈ R+0 .ρ′(t) ∩ (ports() unionmulti conns()) = ρ(t)}.
Then, for an assertion E′ : , restriction E′ ↓⊆ R() to  is defined by
E′ ↓=
⋃{ρ′ ↓ | ρ′ ∈ E′}.
Note that restriction and lifting can be applied between assertions over both component and composite component signa-
tures.
Assembly specifications A over a composite component signature  must satisfy the following two properties to be
valid: (1) a required port r ∈ Rint() may be bound to at most one provided port at a time, i.e., for all r ∈ Rint(), for all
ρ ∈ A and for all t ∈ R+0 it holds that |{(r, p) ∈ ρ(t) ∩ Ci}| ≤ 1; (2) each external provided port pext ∈ Pext() must
be delegated to exactly one internal provided port, i.e., for all pext ∈ Pext(), for all ρ ∈ A and for all t ∈ R+0 it holds that
|{(pext, pint) ∈ ρ(t) ∩ Cd}| = 1. In the following, we consider only valid assembly specifications.
1 Component signatures can obviously be embedded into composite component signatures, e.g. for a component signature , ((R, P), (∅,∅), (∅,∅)) is a
composite component signature.
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Fig. 3. Contract composition example.
In this abstract semantics-based framework, parallel composition of implementations is straightforward. Note that par-
allel composition can be applied to implementations as well as assembly specifications.
Definition 1 (Parallel composition of assertions). LetE ,F be component signatures. Let E : E and F : F be twoassertions.
The composition of E and F is defined by E‖F = E↑ ∩F↑ , where  = sup(E, F).
Note that since E‖F satisfies finite variability, it is also a -assertion. 2
4.3. Assume–guarantee contracts
To yield a general theory of composition and refinement of assertions, we use assume–guarantee contracts as specifica-
tions of implementation behaviour. Assume–guarantee contracts are formulated as pairs of assertions (A : A, G : G) over
signatures A, G . Contract satisfaction is defined by inclusion of runs – more precisely, for an implementation M, every
run inM which is in A (i.e. satisfies A) must be in G (i.e. satisfies G).
Definition 2 (Contract satisfaction). Let M :  be an implementation, and (A : A, G : G) be an assume–guarantee
contract.M satisfies (A : A, G : G), denoted byM c (A, G), if and only if sup(A, G) ⊆  andM ∩ A↑⊆ G↑ .
We can define the canonical form of contracts as (A ↑, (¬A) ↑ ∪ G ↑), over the signature  = sup(A, G). The
rationale for the canonical form is that non-circular composition of contracts is easier to define, and that an implementation
M satisfies a contract if and only if it satisfies its canonical form.3 To simplify the presentation we assume from now on that
contracts are in canonical form, and write (A, G) :  instead of (A : , G : ), since the signatures of A and G are the same.
Now, we define parallel composition of contracts. While parallel composition of implementations is defined by intersec-
tion, parallel composition of contracts is more complex, as it produces a new contract whose assumptions consists only of
those assumptions that are not satisfied by each other, andwhose guarantee should roughly consist of the conjunction of the
guarantees. At the same time, parallel composition must create a contract in canonical form, and avoid circular reasoning:
if, for instance, the first contract C assumes A and guarantees Bwhile the second contract D assumes B and guarantees A, the
assumption of the composed contract should not be the set of all runs (i.e. making no assumption on the environment), but
the complement of¬A ∩ ¬B, i.e. ¬(¬A ∩ ¬B).
Furthermore, as we consider dynamic systems, the parallel composition for contracts operator is ternary, taking two con-
tracts (C andD) and an assembly specification (A) as parameters. The assembly specification is an assertion over a composite
component signature specifyinghowC andDareassembled, i.e.when interconnectionsbetweencomponents areestablished
and removed. The assembly specification is provided by the composite component, and constitutes a blueprint in which
components and contracts are plugged in to create the implementation and internal contract of the composite component.
Definition 3 (Parallel composition of contracts). Let C = (AC, GC) : C , D = (AD, GD) : D be two contracts in canonical
form, and let A :  be an assembly specification over a composite component signature  with sup(C, D) ⊆ int(). C
and D are composable iff ports(C) ∩ ports(D) = ∅. The composition of C and D through A is defined as
C‖AD = ((AC ∩ AD ∩ A) ∪ ¬(GC ∩ GD ∩ A), GC ∩ GD ∩ A) : .
Note that since the assembly specification A defines how and when components are interconnected, it is necessary to
includeA in both guarantee and assumption of the composed contract. Note also that the composed contract is in canonical
form, since¬((AC ∩ AD ∩ A) ∪ ¬(GC ∩ GD ∩ A)) = ¬(AC ∩ AD ∩ A) ∩ (GC ∩ GD ∩ A) ⊆ (GC ∩ GD ∩ A). Furthermore, it
can be directly shown that composition of implementations and contracts is commutative and associative, as it is defined
by set intersections.
Example1. Weconsider thesimplesysteminFig. 3 consistingofonecomponentAhavingoneprovidedportA.a, a component
B having a required port B.a and a provided port B.b, and a static connector linking the ports B.a and A.a. The signature of
A is A = (∅, {A.a}), the signature of B is B = ({B.a}, {B.b}). The component signature of the assembly specification is
 = ((∅,∅), ({B.a}, {A.a, B.b}), ({B.a, A.a},∅)). Let the assumptions of A and B, and the assembly specification A :  be
as follows:
2 Lifting of assertions preserves finite variability by definition, as does intersection of assertions.
3 For a discussion of circularity issues in parallel composition, see [1].
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AA = R(A)
GA = {ρ ∈ R(A) | ∀t ∈ R+0 . A.a ∈ ρ(t)}
AB = {ρ ∈ R(B) | ∀t ∈ R+0 . B.a ∈ ρ(t)}
GB = {ρ ∈ R(B) | ∀t ∈ R+0 . B.b ∈ ρ(t)}
A = {ρ ∈ R() | ∀t ∈ R+0 . (B.a, A.a) ∈ ρ(t)}
Now, the contract composition (AA, GA)‖A(AB, GB) = C consists of the following assumption AC and guarantee GC :
AC = (AA ∩ AB ∩ A) ∪ ¬(GA ∩ GB ∩ A)
= (AB ∩ A) ∪ ¬(GA ∩ GB ∩ A)
= (AB ∩ A) ∪ ¬(GA ∩ A) ∪ ¬GB
(i)= R()
GC = GA ∩ GB ∩ AS
The step (i) can be made since the assembly A enforces that the ports B.a and A.a have the same value over all runs, and
hence GA ∩ A = AB ∩ A.
We can show now that parallel composition of implementations preserves contract satisfaction. 4
Theorem 1 (Composition preserves contract satisfaction). Let A :  be an assembly specification, M : M, N : N be two
implementations with sup(M, N) ⊆ int(). Let C = (AC, GC) : M, D = (AD, GD) : N be two composable contracts. Then
it holds that
if M cM C and N 
c
N
D then M‖N‖A c C‖AD.
The last missing piece in our assume–guarantee framework is the refinement of contracts. When building component-
based systems we want to check whether the contract resulting from composition satisfies a global system specification.
Therefore, we introduce a refinement relation on contracts which allows assumptions to be weakened and guarantees to be
strengthened.
Definition 4 (Contract refinement). (A, G) :  refines (A′, G′) : , denoted by (A, G)  (A′, G′), if A′ ⊆ A and G ⊆ G′.
A major requirement for refinement relations is its compatibility with the satisfaction relation for implementations,
i.e. whenever an implementation satisfies a refined contract, it satisfies the original contract.
Lemma 1 (Contract refinement preserves contract satisfaction).
If M c (A, G) and (A, G)  (A′, G′) then M c (A′, G′).
4.4. Receptivity requirements
So far, we do not consider the special role of required and provided ports in contracts and implementations. However, the
distinction between required andprovidedports plays a crucial role in software engineering:with thehelp of this distinction,
a component structure defines how responsibilities are assigned to individual components. Therefore,we need to restrict the
domain of discourse to sensible contracts and implementations: Component implementations may control the behaviour
of its provided ports, but should not be given control over required ports. We address this requirement with the notion of
receptivity [11]: Let M :  be an implementation over a component signature . M is Req-receptive iff M ↓Req= R(Req),
where Req = (R,∅). If M is Req-receptive, it does not constrain the valuations of its required ports. For a composite
component signature , however, we require Req-receptivity only w.r.t. to the external signature ext().
We must also constrain assume–guarantee contracts. Just as with implementations, guarantees should make no as-
sumptions about the valuation of required ports. In fact, a contract with a non-Req-receptive guarantee would forbid all
Req-receptive implementations. Conversely, assumptions are not allowed to restrict the valuation of provided ports. In this
way, assumptions can be made about the environment of a component, but not on the behaviour of the component. As-
sumptions of valid assume–guarantee contracts must be Prov-receptive: Let A : , Prov = (∅, P). A is Prov-receptive
iff M ↓Prov= R(Prov). 5 As with Req-receptiveness, Prov-receptiveness for composite component signatures concerns
4 Using the canonical form allows to compute an assumption even for a cyclic parallel composition, but with the cost of a possibly weaker guarantee than with
the initial, non-canonical contract.
5 Note that bringing contracts in canonical form preserves Req-receptivity of guarantees, as G↓Prov= R(Prov) implies (¬A ∪ G)↓Prov= R(Prov).
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Table 1
Receptivity requirements.
Level Assertion Requirement
Implementation Implementation Req-Receptiveness
Contract
Assumption Prov-Receptiveness
Guarantee Req-Receptiveness
Assembly Assembly Specification S-Receptiveness
provided ports of the external signature ext() only. We say an assume–guarantee contract (A, G) :  is valid iff A is
Prov-receptive and G Req-receptive.
Additionally, we must require that assembly specifications A : A do only define the interconnections between com-
ponents, and do not restrict the internal component behaviours. Therefore, we introduce the notion of S-receptivity: Let S
be a set of component signatures such that A is a superset of the supremum of all component signatures in S. Then, A is
S-receptive iffA↓= R() for all ∈ S. In the definition of composite components, Swill be the set of all sub-component
signatures. Altogether, we impose receptivity requirements on implementations, contracts and assembly specifications;
Table 1 summarises these requirements.
Note that the composition of two valid assume–guarantee contracts is not necessarily valid; in fact, if the composition is
inconsistent, the contract guarantee resulting fromcompositionbecomes empty,which is notReq-receptive for any signature
having a non-empty set of unbound required ports.
4.5. Components and composite components
Now that we have the full assume–guarantee framework in place, we can define simple components and composite
components, allowing to assemble components into a composite structure. Furthermore, we define correctness criteria for
simple and composite components.
Definition 5 (Components). A component is a triple C = (C, (AC, GC),MC) consisting of a component signature C , a
contract (AC, GC) : C , and an implementationMC : C . A component is correct iffMC cC (AC, GC).
A composite component is a tuple C = (C, (AC, GC),AC, CC) consisting of a composite component signature C , an
external contract (AC, GC) : ext(C), an assembly specificationAC : C , and a set of components CC . A composite component
is correct iff (1) all its constituents are correct, (2) all component signatures are disjoint, (3) the internal signature int(C)
is a superset of the supremum of the component signatures it contains, (4) the internal contract refines the contract of the
composite component, (5)A isS-receptive for all sub-component signatures, and (6) the compositionof the implementations
MC is Req-receptive:
∀c ∈ CC . c is correct (1)
∀c, d ∈ CC . ports(c) ∩ ports(d) = ∅ (2)
(supc∈CC c) ⊆ int(C) (3)
‖Ac∈CC (Ac, Gc)  (AC, GC)↑C (4)
AC is S-receptive with S = {c | c ∈ CC} (5)
MC = (‖c∈CCMc‖AC)↓ext(C ) is Req-receptive (6)
The external view of the composite component is given by CExt = (ext(C), (AC, GC),MC).
Theorem 2 (Composite component external views are valid). Let C = (C, (AC, GC),AC, CC) be a composite component. If
C is correct, then the external view CExt is correct.
Toverify that a composite componentC satisfies its external contract,wehave therefore to verify that the external contract
(AC, GC) is refined by the composition of the contracts of its internal components CC under the assembly specification AC .
Up to now, we introduced an abstract assume–guarantee framework. In the next section, we discuss how contracts and their
satisfaction can be verified on the syntactic level by using real-time temporal logic.
5. A real-time logic for specification of reconfigurable components
In this section we propose a real-time temporal logic for the specification of components in user-centric applications
that are subject to reconfiguration. This logic is used to apply the described assume–guarantee contract framework by
specifying assumptions, guarantees as well as reconfiguration rules expressed by assembly specifications. Our starting point
is the real-time temporal logic Mitl (Metric Interval Temporal Logic) which was introduced in [5]. In general, real-time
temporal logics are not decidable [4,7,21,24]. This drawback has often been tackled by sacrificing continuous time in order
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to achieve decidability and hence a feasible verification [7,8,26]; for a discussion on this trade-off see also [6]. The reason for
undecidability lies in punctual timing constraints as for example in the formula(p → =3.7q) expressing that whenever
p is true, qmust hold after exactly 3.7 time units. In [5] it is shown that relaxing this formula to(p → (3.6,3.8)q) which
expresses that q must hold between 3.6 and 3.8 time units after p, yields the decidable logic Mitl for a continuous time
model with non-singular time intervals. We believe that removing the ability to specify punctuality properties shall not be
seen as a drawback since punctuality is hard to achieve in practice.
To be expressive enough for our purpose, we extend Mitl by a binary predicate ∼ on port sets in order to express
connectivity, i.e. given two ports p1 and p2, p1 ∼ p2 states the existence of a (binary) connector between p1 and p2.
The predicate ∼ is used in two manners: either ∼ states connectivity between required and provided ports of compo-
nents by an internal connector, or it states that a delegate connector connects an external provided (required) port with
an internal provided (required) port, respectively. The resulting logic reMitl (Metric Interval Temporal Logic for Reconfig-
urable Components) is used for specifying assertions and assembly specifications, i.e., interconnections between compo-
nents and their dynamic evolution; Moreover, we introduce a significant set of derived inference rules which we used in
practice for verifying global system properties. For the application to our running example of adaptive advertisement, see
Sect. 6.
Time intervals. As time domain we use the nonnegative real numbersR
+
0 . A (time) interval is a nonempty convex subset
of R
+
0 and has one of the following forms: [a, b], [a, b), [a,∞), (a, b], (a, b), (a,∞) where a < b for a, b ∈ R+0 , i.e., we
require nonsingular intervals.Weuse somebasic arithmetic operations on intervals. The expression t+ I, for t ∈ R+0 , denotes
the interval {t + t′ | t′ ∈ I}, and analogously, t − I denotes the interval {t − t′ | t′ ∈ I}. Finally, the expression I + J denotes
the addition of two intervals I, J and is defined by {ti + tj | ti ∈ I, tj ∈ J}.
Definition 6 (reMitl-formulas). The set of reMitl-formulas over a (simple or composite component) signature  is induc-
tively defined by
φ ::=  | p | p1 ∼ p2 | ¬φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | φ1UIφ2 | φ1SIφ2
where p ∈ ports() is a port, (p1, p2) ∈ conns() is a (delegate) connector, and I is a nonsingular time interval. For brevity,
a reMitl-formula φ over a signature  is also called a -formula.
We introduce the usual abbreviations for the temporal operators always and eventually. The defined operators Iφ and
Iφ stand for trueUIφ and¬I¬φ, respectively. Similarly, past operators canbedefinedwith the since-operator, see e.g. [29].
Moreover, φ1 ∨ φ2 is defined by ¬(¬φ1 ∧ ¬φ2), and as usual φ1 → φ2 stands for ¬φ1 ∨ φ2, and φ1 ↔ φ2 stands for
(φ1 → φ2) ∧ (φ2 → φ1).
The semantics of reMitl-formulas is given in the form of sets of runs over a signature. Each run provides, for every point
in time, an interpretation of the ports and the connectors of the given signature, cf. Section 4.
Definition 7 (Satisfaction of reMitl-formulas). A -run ρ ∈ R() satisfies a -formula φ (or φ is valid in ρ), denoted by
ρ  φ, if (ρ, 0)  φ, where the satisfaction relation  between pairs (ρ, t), t ∈ R+0 , and -formulas φ is inductively
defined as follows:
(ρ, t)  
(ρ, t)  p iff p ∈ ρ(t);
(ρ, t)  p1 ∼ p2 iff (p1, p2) ∈ ρ(t);
(ρ, t)  ¬φ iff (ρ, t)  φ;
(ρ, t)  φ1 ∧ φ2 iff (ρ, t)  φ1 and (ρ, t)  φ2;
(ρ, t)  φ1UIφ2 iff ∃t′ ∈ R+0 , t′ ∈ t + I.(ρ, t′)  φ2
and ∀t′′ ∈ R+0 , t < t′′ < t′.(ρ, t′′)  φ1;
(ρ, t)  φ1SIφ2 iff ∃t′ ∈ R+0 , t′ ∈ t − I.(ρ, t′)  φ2
and ∀t′′ ∈ R+0 , t′ < t′′ < t.(ρ, t′′)  φ1.
A -formula φ is called a consequence of a set  of -formulas, denoted by   φ, if ρ  φ holds for every ρ such that
ρ  ψ for all ψ ∈ . φ is called universally valid, denoted by  φ, if ∅  φ.
Note that non-strict versions of U and S can be defined from the versions above just as in Schobbens et al. [29].
Givenaset of-formulas, thesemanticsof isdefinedby thesetofall runssatisfying, i.e.  = {ρ ∈ R() | ρ | };
if  = {φ}, then φ = .
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Lemma 2. For any -formulas φ and ψ , and any set  of -formulas it holds
(1) ¬φ = ¬φ, and φ ∧ ψ = φ ∩ ψ,
(2)   φ → ψ if and only if  ∩ φ ⊆ ψ.
Contract satisfaction can now be expressed by satisfaction of reMitl-formulas whichmeans that we have decidability of
contract satisfaction as long as all assertions (contract, assumption and guarantee) are given as reMitl-formulas. By applying
Definition 2 and Lemma 2 we obtain the following Corollary.
Corollary 1 (Contract satisfaction expressed by model satisfaction). Let φA and φB be-formulas, and  a set of-formulas.
Then it holds that   φA → φG if and only if  c (φA, φB).
Furthermore, contract refinement can expressed by satisfaction of reMitl-formulas.
Corollary 2 (Contract refinement expressed by model satisfaction). Let φA1 , φA2 , φG1 , and φG2 be -formulas. Then it holds
that (φA1, φG1)  (φA2, φG2) if and only if  (φA2 → φA1) ∧ (φG1 → φG2).
Finally, parallel composition of contracts can be computed directly on reMitl-formulas.
Corollary 3 (Contract composition in reMitl). Let φA1 , φA2 , φG1 , φG2 , and φA be-formulas. Then it holds that (φA1, φG1)
‖φA(φA2, φG2) = (φA ∨ ¬φG, φG), where φA = φA1 ∧ φA2 ∧ φA and φG = φG1 ∧ φG2 ∧ φA.
Now, we discuss soundness and completeness results for reMitl. As shown by Schobbens et al. [29] Metric Interval
Temporal LogicMitlwith nonsingular intervals has a sound and complete proof system (consisting of one rule and 59 axiom
schemata); we call this proof system 
Mitl.
For the completeness proof, Schobbens et al. translate Mitl formulas into formulas of a real-time temporal logic over
clocks, called EventClockTL, and then prove the completeness of EventClockTL w.r.t a proof system we call 
EvCTL. We use
this result for proving the completeness of reMitl as follows.
Fig. 4. Some axiom schemata and derivation rules of reMitl.
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For any composite component signature  we add the following axiom schema ConnAx of propositional formulas of the
form
(p ∼ q) → (p ↔ q)
where p, q are ports of  to the proof systems and call these extensions 
reMitl and 


reEvCTL.
Theorem 3 (Completeness of reMitl). For any composite component signature  the proof system 
reMitl is a sound and
complete proof system for reMitl.
Proof. For reasons of space we give only a sketch of the proof; in particular, all omitted definitions can be found in [29].
Obviously, the propositional axioms ConnAx are consistent with the axioms of propositional Metric Interval Temporal
Logic Mitl; thus the proof system 
reMitl is sound. For the completeness we observe that the translation of Mitl into
EventClockTL is the identity for propositional formulas of the form ConnAx. Thus it suffices to show the completeness of

reEvCTL. This proof is completely analogous to the completeness proof for 
EvCTL in [29]. It suffices to extend the notion of
propositional consistency in [29] by the clause
(p ∼ q) ∈ F implies ((p ∧ q) ∈ F or (¬p ∧ ¬q) ∈ F)
for any set F of formulas (which is contained in the closure of a formula α). Then the model construction for α is the same
as in [29]. 
For the soundness of 
reMitl, it suffices to show that the axiom schemata and additional, derived rules introduced in
Fig. 4 are sound.
Theorem 4 (Soundness of reMitl). The inference rules in Fig. 4 are sound:   φ implies   φ for every finite set of
-formulas  and every -formula φ.
6. Formalisation of the adaptive advertising scenario
In the following we describe how the example scenario described in Section 3 can be specified by reMitl-formulas and
how the global system contract can be verified using our real-time logic.
For the formalisationof theadaptiveadvertising system(cf. Fig. 2),wefirstdefine the systemsignaturesys=((RExt, PExt),
(RInt, PInt), (Ci, Cd)):
RExt = {persThereIn},
PExt = {imgChange, responded},
RInt = {Cam.persThereIn, Intr.persThere,Obs1.gesture,Obs2.persThere, Cont.gesture,
Rend.alterContent},
PInt = {Cam.persThere, Intr.gesture,Obs1.signal1,Obs2.signal2, Pres.responded,
Pres.alterContent, Cont.responded, Cont.alterContent, Rend.imgChange},
Ci = {(Obs1.gesture, Intr.gesture), (Cont.gesture, Intr.gesture), (Intr.persThere, Cam.persThere),
(Rend.alterContent, Cont.alterContent), (Obs2.persThere, Cam.persThere),
(Rend.alterContent, Pres.alterContent)},
Cd = {(persThereIn, Cam.persThereIn), (imgChange, Rend.imgChange), (responded, Pres.responded)}
The reconfiguration rules are given by formulas where C1 is a conjunction of connection constraints defining “the system
is in configuration 1” (cf. Fig. 2, left), and C2 denotes similarly “the system is in configuration 2” (cf. Fig. 2, right).
C1 = persThereIn ∼ Cam.persThereIn ∧ Intr.persThere ∼ Cam.persThere
∧ Obs1.gesture ∼ Intr.gesture ∧ Cont.gesture ∼ Intr.gesture
∧ Cont.responded ∼ responded ∧ Cont.alterContent ∼ Rend.alterContent
∧ Rend.imgChange ∼ imgChange
C2 = persThereIn ∼ Cam.persThereIn ∧ Cam.persThere ∼ Obs2.persThere
∧ Pres.responded ∼ responded ∧ Pres.alterContent ∼ Rend.alterContent
∧ Rend.imgChange ∼ imgChange
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The reconfiguration rules that we specify for the system are the following:
A = (C1 ∨ C2) ∧(C1 ∧ Obs1.signal1 → [0,0.2]C2) ∧(C2 ∧ Obs2.signal2 → [0,0.2]C1)
Next, the single components the system consists of are specified by the following contracts (assumptions are  in each
case):
GCamera =(Cam.persThere ↔ Cam.persThereIn)
GInteraction =(Intr.gesture ↔ Intr.persThere)
GControl =(Cont.responded ↔ Cont.gesture ∧ Cont.alterContent ↔ Cont.gesture)
GRender =(Rend.imgChange ↔ Rend.alterContent)
GPresentation =(Pres.alterContent ∧ ¬Pres.responded)
GObserver1 =([0,3]¬Obs1.gesture ↔ [3,3.5]Obs1.signal1)
GObserver2 =([0,0.5]Obs2.persThere ↔ [0.5,0.7]Obs2.signal2)
Note that the guarantees of the observers together with the reconfiguration rules A express changes in configurations:
Thefirst configurationC1 (reacting to viewers)will be reconfigured in 3.7s to the second configurationC2 (showing animated
content) if the scene in front of the display stays empty for 3s. This property can be derived from the guarantee GObserver1
together with the connection properties of C1. Similarly, guarantee GObserver2 together with A ensures that the system will
be changed within 0.9s if a person is seen in front of the display for at least 0.5s.
The whole system Sys = (sys, (Asys, Gsys), A, Csys) is a composite component where Csys is the set of all (correct)
components the system consists of, and (Asys, Gsys) is the global system contract which can be formulated as follows:
(Asys, Gsys) = (, ([0,10]imgChange) ∧(0.5persThere ⇒ [0,1]responded))
In order to prove that Sys is a correct composite component we must prove the conditions (1)–(5) given in Definition 5.
We assume that all components in Csys are correct therefore condition (1) is satisfied. Conditions (2) and (3) are trivially
satisfied as we have chosen disjoint naming of components and ports. Condition (5) is satisfied as A does not link ports of
the same component together, and makes no assumptions on the behaviour of each single component. Finally, condition
(6) can be seen as follows: The only required port is persThereIn which is always connected to the camera component Cam
which in turn does not make any assumptions on the valuation of this port. Finally, it remains to show condition (4): The
inferred contract guaranteed by the composition of all contracts of the single components must be a refinement of the
system contract:
‖Ac∈Csys(Ac, Gc)  (Asys, Gsys)↑sys .
First, it can be easily shown that the parallel composition on the left hand side yields the contract (, ∧c∈Csys Gc ∧ A).
Then, by Corollary 2, we show the refinement
(,  ∧
c∈Csys
Gc ∧ A)  (Asys, Gsys)↑sys
by entailment of reMitl-formulas, i.e.
sys (
∧
c∈Csys
Gc ∧ A) → Gsys.
For the sake of brevity, we will focus on discussing the system guarantee 10imgChange. To prove this guarantee we
have to show
∧
c∈Csys
Gc ∧ A sys [0,10]imgChange
(by soundness, cf. Theorem 4, and by rules (3) and (8)). In the following the left hand side (the conjunction of all guarantees
and A) is abbreviated by sys.
As a first step, we informally prove sys sys (C2 → imgChange), i.e., we show that whenever the system is in
configuration C2 also imgChange holds: The internal component Pres guarantees that the content is continuously altered
(i.e. Pres.alterContent is true), and since in C2, port Pres.alterContent is connected to Rend.alterContent and component Rend
guarantees Rend.alterContent ↔ Rend.imgChange, imgChange is always true because of the delegate connector between
imgChange and Rend.imgChange (in C2).
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We proceed this proof by doing a case distinction on the formula
F = [0,3.5]C1 ∧[0,3.5]¬Intr.gesture
which expresses that always, within the time period of 3.5s, there is no person in front of the display and additionally
configuration C1 is active. From F and its negated version¬F (together with sys) we will derive [0,10]imgChange. We first
prove sys, F sys [0,10]imgChange.
(1) [0,3.5]Intr.gesture ∼ Obs1.gesture from F , by rule (1) and (19i)
(2) [0,3.5]¬Intr.gesture ↔ ¬Obs1.gesture from (1) by rule (22)
(3) [0,3.5]¬Intr.gesture from F by rule (1)
(4) [0,3.5]¬Obs1.gesture from (2),(3) by rule (13)
(5) [0,3]¬Obs1.gesture from (4) by rule (15)
(6) [3,3.5]Obs1.signal1 from (5), GObserver1 by rule (5)
(7) [0,3.5]Obs1.signal1 from (6) by rule (16)
(8) [0,3.5]C1 from F by rule (1)
(9) [0,3.5](C1 ∧ Obs1.signal1) from (7),(8) by rule (20)
(10) [0,3.5](C1 ∧ Obs1.signal1 → [0,0.2]C2) from A by rule (1)
(11) [0,3.5][0,0.2]C2 from (9),(10) by rule (12)
(12) [0,3.7]C2 from (11) by rule (18)
(13) [0,3.7](C2 → imgChange) (see proof above), by rule (15)
(14) [0,3.7]imgChange from (12),(13) by rule (12)
(15) [0,10]imgChange from (14) by rule (16)
For the other case, i.e.sys,¬F sys [0,10]imgChange, we just informally describe how[0,10]imgChange can be derived.
Sincewe assume that¬F holds, we know¬C1∨[0,3.5]Intr.persThere. In case of¬C1 it follows by the assembly specification
A that C2 is truewhich (aswe have shown above) immediately implies imgChange. If[0,3.5]Intr.gesture holds, then itmeans
that between 0 and 3.5s, there must be Intr.gesture true at some point. If the system, at this point, is in configuration C2
we argue the same way as before; otherwise the system is in configuration C1, and in this case it is again straightforward
since under configuration C1, Intr.gesture is connected to imgChange. Finally, by rule (7), we can conclude that sys sys
[0,10]imgChange. By rule (9), we get sys sys [0,10]imgChange, assys is semantically the same as sys.
7. Related work
Pervasiveness and ubiquity of software systems is a topic that has been researched for about two decades [23,28,33]. A
more recent stream of research is focusing on leveraging the new sources information becoming available through ubiquity
of systems, i.e. bio-signals. The ultimate goal is to create biocybernetic loops [31] in which the system and the user create
a feedback loop by influencing each other’s reactions, adapting the environment in an nonobtrusive way to the needs and
ideas of the user without requiring explicit interaction. Emotional computing [27] is one of the most knownmanifestations
of this principle, but cognitive, and physical aspects can be considered as well in the creation of a biocybernetic loop.
Constructing self-adaptive applications using reconfiguration have been a field of active research in recent years; [13]
gives a decent overview of various approaches. The approaches closest to the work presented here are [10], an logic-based
approach to the specification and verification of system behaviours taking into account behaviours, and [9], using a model-
checking approach based on the μ-calculus. However, none of these frameworks for the verification of reconfiguration use
continuous time semantics. Other approaches to specification and verification of systems under reconfiguration include [16],
offering a means for moving parts of the needed type checking for reconfigurations from run-time to compile-time, [14]
proposing a contract-based approach to the composition and configuration of component-based systems using a process
calculus and type system. A more recent approach is [32], presenting a formal specification of the semantics of the Fractal
component model (cf. [13,17] for an overview of component models supporting reconfiguration). One earlier approach to
the verification of dynamic software architectures was Wright [3], using process algebras and deadlock analysis.
Assume–guarantee reasoning for distributed systemswas initially introduced byMisra and Chandy in [25]. Ourworkwas
inspired by [2,20], both featuring a temporal logic approach to dynamic software architectures with a binary relation for the
modelling of connections. Again, our approach differs from the works by using a continuous-time semantics. Similarly, our
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work differs from the work of Hooman [18,19] by introducing dynamic architectures instead of static ones, and by relying
on decidable real-time logic with a dense time model.
Our contract framework is heavily inspired by the assume–guarantee contract framework presented in [11], and extended
in [15]. However, while Delahaye and Caillaud have shown in [15] how the assume–guarantee contract framework can be
extended to probabilistic contracts, we discussed here an extension of this framework to dynamically evolving systemswith
real-time constraints, by introducing a temporal logic adapted for the specification of real-time assertions.
8. Conclusion
Building adaptive systems in general, and pervasive user-centric applications in particular, brings several challenges,
as they are often operating in highly dynamic and uncertain environments. In this paper, we took a closer look in how
this challenge can be taken by using a simple assume–guarantee-framework that supports reconfigurations natively. The
assume–guarantee approach allows to make assumptions of a configuration about the environment explicit. By observing
these assumptions, it is possible to deploy an application that does not satisfy its contract in the general case, but only under
given assumptions. As soon as these assumptions are violated, the system is reconfigured, so that the new configuration
satisfies the contract under the now given assumptions.
Our approach encourages software engineers to think about assumptions made about the environment and the func-
tionality of the system bymaking them explicit using real-time assume–guarantee contracts. This process has two goals, the
first being to reduce the number of assumptions the system needs to make about the environment, and the second being
managing the remaining assumptions properly by verifying that these assumptions are met by the environment. Further-
more, our approach takes an architectural view on the problem of dynamic and changing environments by answering this
problemwith a flexible architecturemodel consisting of components that can undergo reconfigurations at runtime, thereby
reacting to changes in the environment.
An interesting futurework is the introduction of probabilistic assume–guarantee contracts, as presented in [11]. Pervasive
user-centric applications interfacewith the realworld through sensors and actuators,whichmay be unreliable in and exhibit
not only non-deterministic, but also probabilistic behaviour.With a probabilistic assume–guarantee framework, it would be
possible to model this uncertain behaviour of the environment, and reason about the performance of pervasive user-centric
applications in these environments.
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